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"Prealgebra is designed to meet scope and sequence requirements for a one-semester prealgebra
course. The text introduces the fundamental concepts of algebra while addressing the needs of
students with diverse backgrounds and learning styles. Each topic builds upon previously
developed material to demonstrate the cohesiveness and structure of mathematics. Prealgebra
follows a nontraditional approach in its presentation of content. The beginning, in
particular, is presented as a sequence of small steps so that students gain confidence in
their ability to succeed in the course. The order of topics was carefully planned to
emphasize the logical progression throughout the course and to facilitate a thorough
understanding of each concept. As new ideas are presented, they are explicitly related to
previous topics."--BC Campus website.Bachelor Thesis from the year 2015 in the subject
Sociology - Children and Youth, grade: 2.1, , course: Adult Education, language: English,
abstract: The aim of this study is to find out the effect of instructional materials on
students’ academic performance in social studies in Etung Local Government Area of Cross
River State. The researcher formulated three research questions to direct the study after a
review of relevant and related literature in chapter two. The investigator, in his design,
adopted the descriptive survey design which studied samples of both large and small
populations to discover the relative incidence. The population of study was JSS two students
of 2013/2014 session who were used for the random sampling technique. The instrument for data
collection was a fifteen-item questionnaire and information coded therein was analyzed using
the simple percentage. From the analysis some results were arrived at and based on the
results and findings, recommendations were made: 1. The public should be aware of the uses of
instructional materials which will aid in the understanding of social studies; 2. Emphasis
must be placed on instructional materials inorder to inculcate the spirit of learning social
studies; and finally, government and non-governmental agencies should assist in the provision
of instructional materials for effective teaching and learning of social studies in secondary
schools.Eight proven principles to help you overcome your self-doubt, conquer your fear of
the future, reverse negative thoughts about yourself, and hurdle any other obstacles standing
between you and your dreams. But instead of letting his circumstances control him, Dr. Carson
took control of his attitude and actions, leading to his discovery of eight straightforward
but revolutionary principles that helped shape his future. In You Have a Brain, Dr. Carson
unpacks the eight important parts of T.H.I.N.K. B.I.G.—Talent, Honesty, Insight, Being Nice,
Knowledge, Books, In-Depth Learning, and God—and presents the stories of people who
demonstrated those things in his life. Through the advice and real-world examples laid out in
these pages, you will learn how to incorporate these T.H.I.N.K. B.I.G. principles into your
own life so that you, like Dr. Carson, can embrace an amazing future filled with incredible
success. You Have a Brain: Includes discussion questions at the back of the book Unpacks the
eight essential parts of Thinking Big: Talent, Honesty, Insight, Strong People Skills,
Knowledge, Books, In-Depth Learning, and God Is written by Dr. Ben Carson, a world-renowned
neurosurgeon, former presidential candidate, and current Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) Teaches great life lessons for young men and women Is the perfect gift for
high school and college graduations, birthdays, and confirmations, and a great addition to YA
book clubs and YA study groupsAn accessible introduction to the fundamentals of
calculusneeded to solve current problems in engineering and the physicalsciences I ntegration
is an important function of calculus, andIntroduction to Integral Calculus combines
fundamental conceptswith scientific problems to develop intuition and skills forsolving
mathematical problems related to engineering and thephysical sciences. The authors provide a
solid introduction tointegral calculus and feature applications of integration,solutions of
differential equations, and evaluation methods. Withlogical organization coupled with clear,
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simple explanations, theauthors reinforce new concepts to progressively build skills
andknowledge, and numerous real-world examples as well as intriguingapplications help readers
to better understand the connectionsbetween the theory of calculus and practical problem
solving. The first six chapters address the prerequisites needed tounderstand the principles
of integral calculus and explore suchtopics as anti-derivatives, methods of converting
integrals intostandard form, and the concept of area. Next, the authors reviewnumerous
methods and applications of integral calculus,including: Mastering and applying the first and
second fundamental theoremsof calculus to compute definite integrals Defining the natural
logarithmic function using calculus Evaluating definite integrals Calculating plane areas
bounded by curves Applying basic concepts of differential equations to solveordinary
differential equations With this book as their guide, readers quickly learn to solve abroad
range of current problems throughout the physical sciencesand engineering that can only be
solved with calculus. Examplesthroughout provide practical guidance, and practice problems
andexercises allow for further development and fine-tuning of variouscalculus skills.
Introduction to Integral Calculus is an excellentbook for upper-undergraduate calculus
courses and is also an idealreference for students and professionals who would like to gain
afurther understanding of the use of calculus to solve problems in asimplified manner.Basic
Mathematics and Statistics for Science is a low-level introduction to the essential
techniques students need to understand. It assumes little prior knowledge, and adopts a
gentle approach that leads through examples in the book and website. No other text provides
this range of educational support for science students. The integration between book and
website provides study options that would be impossible through a book alone, and allows
students to study in ways that suit their own circumstances and preferences. The combination
of book and website also provides ready-prepared material for lectures, tutorials and
computer practicals. Tutors can use the material to develop a variety of coherent programme
using different learning styles. The book develops the mathematics and statistics through
examples and questions that reflect the scientific context, and has succeeded in being
relevant to a range of undergraduate science programmes.New York Times bestselling author
Lauren Dane welcomes you back to Diablo Lake, Tennessee: a town founded by witches, governed
by werewolves and brimming full of secrets It’s autumn in Diablo Lake and the town is buzzing
with preparations for Halloween, Samhain, Collins Hill Days, and the wedding of the newly
elected mayor and her wolf shifter fiancé. Ruby Thorne can’t think of a better time of year
to come back for good and open the health clinic she’s been planning for the last six years.
Her connection to the town and its veins of magic have snapped back into place, flooding her
with a power eager to jump to her call. She has a sense of rightness. This witch is exactly
where she’s supposed to be. So it’s not much of a surprise that he comes back into her path
just like he was meant to… Damon Dooley has spent the last few years learning how to run the
pack at his older brother’s right hand. There’s been upheaval. Outrage. Violence. Old rules
have created a silence so crushing it’s collapsed the fabric of not just the wolf shifters,
but the town as a whole. And yet, Ruby has returned. Man and wolf agree she needs to be in
their life regularly, and before long, things move from serious to something magically
deeper. Bound to one another heart and soul, both committed to what’s best for Diablo Lake,
Ruby backs Damon as he pushes for much-needed change. But when something falls into Ruby’s
lap and she learns the whole, terrible truth, secrets need to be spilled. How—and by
whom—becomes the only question. Diablo Lake Book 1: Diablo Lake: Moonstruck Book 2: Diablo
Lake: Protected Book 3: Diablo Lake: AwakenedAim for Excellence with Cambridge! The New
Cambridge Excellence in Mathematics Junior Secondary brings you a first-class print and
digital course for Mathematics. The material has been developed in accordance with the 2013
NERDC curriculum and follows a clear Scheme of Work. It offers students accessible, highquality content aimed at developing logical reasoning. The Workbook offers: exercises that
will consolidate the skills learnt in the Student's Book.A long-standing, best-selling,
comprehensive textbook covering all the mathematics required on upper level engineering
mathematics undergraduate courses. Its unique approach takes you through all the mathematics
you need in a step-by-step fashion with a wealth of examples and exercises. The text demands
that you engage with it by asking you to complete steps that you should be able to manage
from previous examples or knowledge you have acquired, while carefully introducing new steps.
By working with the authors through the examples, you become proficient as you go. By the
time you come to trying examples on their own, confidence is high. Suitable for
undergraduates in second and third year courses on engineering and science degrees.In this
careful articulation of science, the editors provide an intellectual marriage of Indigenous
science and science education in the African context as a way of revising schooling and
education. They define science broadly to include both the science of the
natural/physical/biological and the ‘science of the social’. It is noted that the current
policy direction of African education continues to be a subject of intense intellectual
discussion. Science education is very much at the heart of much current debates about
reforming African schooling. Among the ways to counter-vision contemporary African education
this book points to how we promote Indigenous science education to improve upon African
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science and technology development in general. The book also notes a long-standing push to reexamine local cultural resource knowings in order to appreciate and understand the nature,
content and context of Indigenous knowledge science as a starting foundation for promoting
African science and technology studies in general. It is argued that these interests and
concerns are not mutually exclusive of each other but as a matter of fact interwoven and
interdependent. The breadth of coverage of the collection reflect papers in science,
Indigeneity, identity and knowledge production and the possibilities of creating a truly
African-centred education. It is argued that such extensive coverage will engage and excite
readers on the path of what has been termed ‘African educational recovery’. While the book is
careful in avoiding stale debates about the ‘Eurocentricity of Western scientific knowledge’
and the positing of ‘Eurocentric science’ as the only science worthy of engagement, it
nonetheless caution against constructing a binary between Indigenous/local science and
knowledges and Western ‘scientific’ knowledge. After all, Western scientific knowledge is
itself a form of local knowledge, born out of a particular social and historical context.
Engaging science in a more global context will bring to the fore critical questions of how we
create spaces for the study of Indigenous science knowledge in our schools. How is Indigenous
science to be read, understood and theorized? And, how do educators gather/collect and
interpret Indigenous science knowledges for the purposes of teaching young learners. These
are critical questions for contemporary African education?Understanding Mathematics is a
carefully written series of mathematics to help students encourage the study of mathematics
in the best interactive form. It contains ample practice material, attractive illustrations
and real-life examples for the students to relate the topics with their everyday life.
Special care has been taken while teaching topics like geometry and probability to the
students. Keeping in mind the development status and comprehension level of students, the
text has been presented in a well graded manner.For many teachers of English language
learners, the field of assessment is foreign territory. Assessment has its own culture,
traditions, and terminology. This training guide is intended to help classroom teachers
become more comfortable creating and using assessments. A Practical Guide to Assessing
English Language Learners provides helpful insights into the practice and terminology of
assessment. The text focuses on providing the cornerstones of good assessments--usefulness,
validity, reliability, practicality, washback, authenticity, transparency, and security--and
techniques for testing. It devotes a chapter to the assessment of each of the four main skill
areas (reading, writing, listening, and speaking), and also covers placement testing, such as
using TOEFL® and MELAB, diagnostic testing, evaluation, and instructional decision-making
with regard to testing. Tips to improve students' test-taking strategies are offered, and
each chapter ends with a helpful list of Ten Things to Remember, as well as informative case
studies featuring two teachers and their assessment decisions. Incorporating its own
principles, A Practical Guide to Assessing English Language Learners opens with a short quiz
for the reader called Are You Testwise? that quickly determines how each teacher will benefit
from this indispensable guide.Now you can have a word of encouragementa word of inspiration a
word of faith…every day of the year! Written by Kenneth and Gloria Copeland, From Faith to
Faith daily devotional deals with real living. From their own experience, the Copelands know
the fight of faith isn't won overnight. It's won little by little in the practical territory
of everyday life. From Faith to Faith talks about the struggles you face every daystruggles
with weariness, irritation, children, finances, even overeating. Kenneth and Gloria show you
how, by applying the Word of God, you can make major changes for victory in every area of
your life. Just think…breakfast, your Bible, and a big word of encouragement and faith from
Kenneth and Gloria Copeland every day of the year. You will grow From Faith to Faith."The
bride price of dowry is highly regarded in many cultures. However, it because a taboo for
Okpoko when he couldn't complete the bride price for Ngozi. A famous and rich Obiekwe would
approach Ngozi's parents for her hand in marriage. Who is the rightful suitor for Ngozi? Will
love always overcome the spirit of money and fame? Read this intriguing drama to find out
Ngozi's fate; the consequences of the choice she was forced to make." -- Page 4 of cover.This
book presents a solution to a methodological problems of second language research, the
reconstruction of learners' processes of language learning and language use. Chapters
demonstrate how introspective methods provide valuable information about central areas in
second language research: cognitive comprehension, translation and test-taking.Mathematics
for Senior Secondary Schools covers the Core Mathematics syllabus in three textbooks, one for
each of the three Senior Secondary school years.The 100+ Series, Algebra, offers in-depth
practice and review for challenging middle school math topics such as radicals and exponents;
factoring; and solving and graphing equations. Common Core State Standards have raised
expectations for math learning, and many students in grades 6–8 are studying more accelerated
math at younger ages. As a result, parents and students today have an increased need for athome math support. The 100+ Series provides the solution with titles that include over 100
targeted practice activities for learning algebra, geometry, and other advanced math topics.
It also features over 100 reproducible, subject specific, practice pages to support standardsbased instruction.This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and
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is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work.
This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.8-11 yrs.Learning to Teach Mathematics in the Secondary School
covers a wide range of issues in the teaching of mathematics and gives supporting activities
to students to enable them to translate theory into practice. Topics covered include:
mathematics in the National Curriculum different teaching approaches using ICT mathematics
education for pupils with special needs in mathematics assessment and public examinations
teaching mathematics post-16 professional development.Aim for Excellence with Cambridge! The
New Cambridge Excellence in Mathematics Junior Secondary brings you a first-class print and
digital course for Mathematics. The material has been developed in accordance with the 2013
NERDC curriculum and follows a clear Scheme of Work. It offers students accessible, highquality content aimed at developing logical reasoning. The Workbook offers: exercises that
will consolidate the skills learnt in the Student's Book.This well-established series, the
most popular in Nigeria, has been fully revised to reflect recent developments in mathematics
education at junior secondary level and the views of the many users of the books. It has
expecially been revised to fully cover the requirements of the new NERDC Universal Basic
Education Curriculum.This text explores the multidisciplinary context of African Indigenous
Knowledge Systems from scholars and scholar activists committed to the interrogation,
production, articulation, dissemination and general development of endogenous and indigenous
modes of intellectual activity and praxis. The work reinforces the demand for the
decolonization of the academy and makes the case for a paradigmatic shift in content, subject
matter and curriculum in institutions in Africa and elsewhere – with a view to challenging
and rejecting disinformation and intellectual servitude. Indigenous intellectual discourses
related to diverse disciplines take center stage in this volume with a focus on education,
mathematics, medicine, chemistry and engineering in their historical and contemporary
context.The heyday of the classic sales force is over. Customers lead mobile and online
lives, and successful companies use disruptive concepts to engage with the digitally
empowered consumer. Disruptive Selling helps companies transform themselves to the new age of
selling by matching supply to demand in an innovative way. Successful disruptive selling
concepts must be based on the right combination of a series of factors, including an
understanding of what motivates customers' corresponding value propositions, appropriate
organizational structures, and the right overarching business culture. Disruptive Selling
demystifies all of this, and more. Featuring case studies and examples from disruptive
organizations such as AirBnB, Zalando and Bol.com, this book will empower readers to look
critically at their organizations and commercial interaction models, and begin their own
disruptive selling journeys. It contains a carefully researched, clearly explained framework
to disruptive selling, and practical guidelines that will allow readers to get started
immediately. Regardless of industry, sector or company-size, Disruptive Selling is the
ultimate guide to remaining competitive and adaptive in a continually changing world.Engage
students with examiner Sue Pemberton's unique, active-learning approach, ideal for EAL
students. This new edition is fully aligned to the Extended part of the latest Cambridge
IGCSE Mathematics syllabus (0580), for examination from 2020.
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